Poisoned Tylenol capsules

Test finds cyanide in suicide case

PHILADELPHIA, Pa. (AP) — Cyanide was in Extra-Strength Tylenol capsules found at the Philadelphia home of a man whose death last spring was blamed as suicide by cyanide-poisoning police, said yesterday.

A preliminary test at the time of William Pascual's death on April 3 found nothing unusual in the pills, but further tests were done this week after seven deaths in the Chicago area were blamed on cyanide-poisoned capsules. Philadelphia Police Chief Frank Scalfi said at a news conference yesterday that cyanide also was found in tampered Extra-Strength Tylenol capsules taken from store shelves in the Chicago area, and the pain reliever was recalled by its manufacturer.

Scalfi said the bottle of capsules was found in a shoe in a closet of Pascual's home. A suicide note addressed to his mother was also found. Lawrence G. Foster, vice president for public relations for Johnson & Johnson, said he was not aware of the developments in Philadelphia. And a spokesman for the Food and Drug Administration in Washington also said he was unaware of the reported Tylenol death in the Philadelphia death.

Scalfi said it was not known if Pascual had taken any of the Tylenol capsules found in the little Capt. Gerald Kane of the homicide division said at the time of the original autopsy that tests showed no cyanide in Pascual's body, although he had a cyanide-related material in his stomach and blood.

In Chicago, Illinois Attorney General Tyrone Fahner said before the Philadelphia announcement that investigators will continue to operate on the premise they have followed from the first day — that a single person striking at random loaded Tylenol capsules with cyanide and placed them on the shelves of five Chicago-area stores last week. He is heading a task force of more than 100 investigators from federal, state and county agencies in investigating the cyanide deaths.

"We have not ruled out the possibility of more than one person," he said, but added, "it looks less and less that it's more than one."

Chicago Mayor Jane Byrne yesterday introduced a bill designed to present protective sealing of all over-the-counter drugs and medications sold in the city. The proposal follows a law passed earlier this week by the Cook County Board, which extends to free samples and medications, according to Terry A. Hocin, director of county health commission.

Meanwhile, police in Oroville, Calif., said they were seeking a man who placed cyanide and strychnine in Extra-Strength Tylenol capsules found at the pharmacy in the city. But Illinois' top prosecutor said he did not believe any additional killings were involved in the Oroville incident. Greg Bugg, 27-year-old butcher, went into convulsions last Thursday after taking capsules that contained noxious materials, who has been identified as a "copycat" who may have planted ed the poison.

See TYLENOL, page 3

Gillian, Rice

Experts debate nuclear arms

By KELLI FLINT

Executive Editor

Americans seem "frank, outspoken, and friendly... with a sense of humor" to the first delegation of Chinese writers ever to visit the United States.

Originating from the People's Republic of China, the group sponsored by the National Writers' Union of China is the first member of the group to visit this country since the United States cut off relations with China in 1959.

Hersen considers the beginning of a new era. "We understand each other," he said. "We've been cut off, but now we're beginning to reach each other... something of what was very good."

The events of the 1960's were a major cause for the "cut off" Hersen described. "It was very difficult for writers to get in touch then," he said. "Before this trip, writers visited Europe individually."

The Chinese government did not sponsor the delegation. "We are not from the government, but from a popular association — writers themselves," Hersen said.

The group's Notre Dame visit was suggested by editor Norman Cousins, who, together with UCLA, sponsored the Los Angeles conference.

"Cousins is a friend of Father Neuhauser's." Hersen noted.

The Chinese writers are headed by literary critic Feng Mu and includes novelist Wu Qiang, novelist Li Zhan, poet Li Ying, novelist Zhong Sheng, short story writer Jiang Zhizang, and Fan Baoci, the secretary of the delegation.

The group is scheduled to return to China Oct. 20, after visiting universities in Washington D.C., New York City, Boston and Salt Lake City.

Chinese writers’ group makes first U.S. visit

By KELLI FLINT

Executive Editor

Hit-and-run victims

Families offer $1000 reward

By MARGARET FOSMO

South Bend's Executive Editor

Families of two Notre Dame hit-and-run victims offered a $1,000 reward yesterday for information about the accident which injured the two students.

At a news conference, family members for Elizabeth McLemore and Kevin Mannion asked for help in seeking the driver who allegedly struck the couple in heavy fog Sept. 26.

"If you have any information that will assist the police in their investigation of this crime, please call the police at 284-9201," urged John Mannion, Kevin's father. Mannion spoke for both families in making a second public appeal.

The family offered an initial appeal last week asking for anyone with information to come forward.

The South Bend Police Department reported several phone calls after the first appeal, but received no substantial leads.

One officer said authorities are waiting for information from the FBI laboratory regarding clothing samples sent there for a quick and thorough analysis.

Mannion, of Syracuse, N.Y., and McLemore, of 1284 Poriau, both sophomores at the University, apparently were struck from the rear by a vehicle as they were walking in heavy fog in the 1400 block of South Bend Ave.

Mannion was listed in fair condition in St. Joseph's Medical Center yesterday. McLemore, daughter of Ralph and Connie McLemore, was also listed in fair condition in Memorial Hospital.

Mannion said that his son is "in a great deal of pain and not very coherent."

According to Mannion, neither student has been able to supply information about the accident.

He said, "Reth (McLemore) is in capable of sustaining a conversation and is not awake most of the day."

Mannion was "a star basketball player in high school. He has a broken bone in his neck, a fractured and dislocated left ankle, three fractured bones in his right leg (so badly fractured it could not be repaired in three hours in the operating room) and several tendon in both his knees. He has barely been conscious since the accident," he said.

Consequently, this beautiful young girl will need months to recover her strength and memory, and our boy will never run again," said Mannion.

Mannion said he looks to the University and the student body to rally toward (preserving) this kind of incident. "We look to the student body to respond to this kind of attack."

Mannion said he would remain in South Bend until his son shows greater improvement, and his wife will stay with the son until he is discharged from the hospital.

The McLemore family was unavailable for comment.
A dam burst at an iron ore mine in Liberia early Thursday, sending tons of debris down a hillside in a miners' camp. The Liberia News Service said at least 34 people were killed and 23 injured. Western diplomats in the West African nation said earlier that up to 150 people were missing. Rescue workers were still searching the debris for victims.

Liberian Senate President John T. Best called the disaster "one of the most serious ever to hit Liberia." He said plans were being made to control the bodies of those who died by prescription of the International Red Cross.

A spiking bank has been opened by a California feminist health center to help thousands of infertile couples, single women and lesbians who want children. It's very threatening to some people," said Laura Brown, director of the Oakland Feminist Women's Health Center, which formally opened the bank on Tuesday. "When you go to control their bodies, they reproduce through abortions, but they will also be able to control when and if they reproduce."

The spiking bank is the first in northern California and the first nationwide to be run by women, its director says. The bank, which stemmed from an informal sperm donor-acceptor network, runs at the 3-year-old center, is expected to target reproduce abortion fees because it "represents another form of freedom for women," said assistant director Barbara Raboy. The center, which also provides abortion, vasectomy and birth control services, already has screened more than 200 men who want to donate sperm.

A Florida man has been charged with molesting a 14-year-old girl in a car in which he was a passenger, and in which she was raped by another young man, in a案件 that has caused concern in neighboring Hamilton County, Indiana.

The Associated Press police charged Duncan V. Patterson, 57, with child molesting Tuesday in connection with the disappearance of Del Don, 12. Patterson was granted bail after a hearing Thursday. Inves­igators said Patterson is accused of paying Baker for a homosexual act.

Indianapolis police charged Duncan V. Patterson, 47, with molesting Tuesday in connection with the disappearance of Del Don, 12. Patterson was granted bail after a hearing Thursday. Investigators said Patterson, who bore a child out of marriage, is accused of paying Baker for a homosexual act.
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Commune eludes police, get away with ransom

Bonn, West Germany (AP) — Police helicopters and ground patrols comb the central Rhine Valley and the city of Cologne for two gunmen who escaped with $1.2 million (648,000) after setting 11 hostages and losing the pursuit by a bullet to the north and down the Rhine.

There is a big search with additional officers and helicopters, but at the moment, we don’t know exactly where the fugitives are said Karl-Heinz Klein, a Koblenz police spokesman.

The last trace of the gangmen was their fourth getaway car, found abandoned in Cologne about 10:20 a.m. yesterday, police said.

Roaring through the narrow streets at high speed, they blocked off the Rhine. A photographer said at least 10 police cars gave chase, and a helicopter overhead tracked them.

It looked like ‘The Streets of San Francisco,’ said the photographer.

After about 15 miles, the gangmen began shooting at their pursuers, police said. The driver of one police car lost control and crashed into a lampost. But the chase went on.

In Bad Godesberg, a southern suburb of Bonn, the gangmen snatched a battered Ford from a couple, transferred their hostages and the money to it, and died back up the Rhine.

Passing in Remagen, they screeched a parked police car, but in a shootout with the police a bullet grazed the woman hostage’s shoulder.

The gangmen drove off with her and the bank director but later returned to Remagen, freed the woman and went on with only one captive.

The police then apparently lost track of them.

continued from page 1

recovered, told reporters Tuesday that he bought the Tylenol at a local drug store two weeks before taking the capsule — well in advance of reports of the Chicago-area deaths.

Police Sgt. Jack Lee in Owosso said the account of the purchase Blagg gave to authorities has not been confirmed. Blagg was questioned for two hours Tuesday by FBI agents.

The U.S. Food and Drug Administration said stachyacin was found in two other bottles obtained from the Longs Drug Store where Blagg said he purchased his.

“It’s highly suspected at this point that it was a cupramine crime,” Lee said.

That assessment was disputed by Illinois Attorney General Tyrone Fahner, who is heading a task force investigating the case. Fahner, who is heading a task force investigating the case.

The stachyacin case is not related to the investigation that federal, county and state officials are investigating the cyanide deaths of seven people.

The stachyacin case does not seem to have been inspired by what happened in Chicago, said. We

Pulitzer divorce

Peter Pulitzer laughs as he waits for testimony to begin in his divorce from his wife, Roxanne, who is smiling at her attorney. The couple is fighting for custody of their twin five-year-old sons and also Pulitzer’s estimated $25 million fortune. The case is on trial in Palm Beach County (Florida) County Circuit Court, and local residents have eagerly awaiting each day’s testimony in order to learn the stories behind the couple’s shaky six and a half year marriage. The trial continues today in the chambers of Judge Carl Harper. -- (AP Photo)

Fire fighters revive tactics in mine blaze

MORGANFIELD, Ky. (AP) — Battlers halting a fire inside an Illinois Central Coal Co. mine near here changed tactics early yesterday after two days of unsuccessful attempts to douse the flames.

Information about the fire was sketchy, but state officials have been at the scene “around the clock” since the fire’s discovery Sunday, said James Thorp, a mining inspector supervisor with the state Mines and Minerals Department.

Thorp said his agency was notified of the fire shortly after 6 p.m. Sunday, when it was discovered by Inland Creek workers.

Inland Creek spokesman said the fire was started when workers were trying to extinguish the fire from the surface yesterday.

Thorp said he did not believe the fire would “endanger anybody in the surrounding area.”

A company official who did not want to be identified said yesterday that workers tried for about 48 hours to extinguish the fire by fighting it on the outside of the Hamilton No. 1 mine.

The strategy was halted about midnight Tuesday, and workers planned to seal the mine to keep the fire from igniting gas, the official said. Under the new plan, holes would be drilled from the surface and the affected areas of the mine would be flooded with water.

The fire began after a late fall, apparently when the chink of rock struck by miners and ignoted timber inside the mine, the company official said.

Glasses Broken?

SAME DAY SERVICE
*Glass or Plastic Lenses
*Single Vision or Multifocal
*Over 600 Frames

University Center, 660 Grape Road, Mishawaka, Indiana
Phone 519-777-3460 — Open Mon., Fri. 9 a.m. to 9:30 p.m.

Questions call Linda at 2773
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World mourns Sadat's death

CAIRO, Egypt (AP) — Wiping a tear from her eye, the widow of President Anwar Sadat placed a wreath on his grave yesterday — the first anniversary of his assassination by Muslim fanatics.

Relatives and friends, including the widow of the shah of Iran, stood by Jihan Sadat beneath a brilliant desert sky as an honor guard placed the flowers on Sadat's white marble tomb. 500 yards from the site where he was gunned down.

Some of the women, all dressed in mourning black, wept during the brief low-key ceremony. Farah Diba, widow of the shahian monarch whom Sadat sheltered in his final months, stood gaunt-faced beneath a black lace shawl.

Father Edward O'Connor entertains a question from a South Bend resident before beginning his lecture "The Family: Womb of Society" last night in O'Shaugnessy Hall. The lecture was sponsored by the Thomas More Society of Notre Dame. (Photo by Ed Carroll)

Draper urges pullout; Lebanese arrest refugees

CAIRO, Egypt (AP) — Wiping a tear from her eye, the widow of President Anwar Sadat placed a wreath on his grave yesterday — the first anniversary of his assassination by Muslim fanatics.

Relatives and friends, including the widow of the shah of Iran, stood by Jihan Sadat beneath a brilliant desert sky as an honor guard placed the flowers on Sadat's white marble tomb. 500 yards from the site where he was gunned down.

Some of the women, all dressed in mourning black, wept during the brief low-key ceremony. Farah Diba, widow of the shahian monarch whom Sadat sheltered in his final months, stood gaunt-faced beneath a black lace shawl.

The shah's son and self-proclaimed heir, Reza, was among the mourners for Sadat, architect of the Egyptian-Israeli peace treaty.

Mrs. Sadat, wearing dark glasses and a black dressed bunniioned to the neck, was also accompanied by her son Gamal and President Henni Meherab's wife Susan, who rarely appears in public. They listened as a Moslem shiek read from the Koran, and then Mrs Sadat shook hands with other mourners, who wept.
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Audience applauds
Reagan tells Republican to ‘shut up’

WASHINGTON (AP) — President Reagan blushed with anger today, told a Republican congressional candidate to “shut up” yesterday after he was repeatedly interrupted with the accusation that he had abandoned conservative causes.

“I don’t know who the two of you are, but you haven’t said a word that’s true yet,” Reagan told the candidate, Gary Richard Arnold of Santa Cruz, Calif., and an unidentified man who applauded Arnold’s remarks.

More than five minutes, Reagan defended himself against Arnold’s charges as they stood about 25 feet away from him. Reagan lost his patience and shouted, “Shut up. Look."

Arnold sat down shortly after- wards as the president was ap plauded by the audience.

The incident occurred as Arnold, a businessman challenging Rep. Leon Panetta, D-Calif., rose from his back- row chair as Reagan spoke and said, “Mr. President, you have given us the largest tax increase in the United States history.”

Two or three members of the audience tried to shove him down into his seat, but Arnold persisted.

“We do not have the president supporting the presidential program. The Soviets have a higher increase in trade. The Soviets get the wheat and Americans get the shaft. We have a Yalta taxation situation here, and we have a Reagan meet in setting into the nation’s body politic.”

He complained that Republicans such as himself who opposed the tax increase have been denied GOP campaign funds.

Reagan responded to the charges with arguments, and at one point he tried humor. “I thought this was for Republicans.”

The president said the tax in- crease “that we reluctantly sup- ported in order to get continued support for the presidential program. The Soviets have a higher increase in trade. The Soviets get the wheat and Americans get the shaft."

Arnold told reporters outside the White House that “Reagan has lost touch with Reaganomics. Reagan is not Reagan. Somebody has to say that the emperor has no clothes.”

White House deputy press secretary Larry Speakes said afterward that Reagan asked the name of the man who interrupted him. “It seemed a bit out of the ordinary.”

Speakes said of the incident. “The president responded with his usual eloquence.”

WASHINGTON (AP) — Forty Swedish vessels and a fleet of helicopters yesterday strengthened their net around a sub- marine believed to be a Soviet sub lurking near a top secret naval base.

The navy dropped seven depth charges and threatened to sink the sub if it tries to break out of the Swedish trap.

Naval officials speculated the unidentified vessel — believed to be a small, new spy sub, possibly remote-controlled and without a crew.

Swedes attack unidentified submarine

BERGA NAVAL BASE, Sweden (AP) — Forty Swedish vessels and a fleet of helicopters yesterday strengthened their net around a submarine believed to be a Soviet sub lurking near a top secret naval base.

The navy dropped seven depth charges and threatened to sink the sub if it tries to break out of the Swedish trap.

Naval officials speculated the unidentified vessel — believed to be a small, new spy sub, possibly remote-controlled and without a crew.

Swedish officials said the unidentified vessel might be a small, new spy sub, possibly remote-controlled and without a crew.

The navy dropped seven depth charges and threatened to sink the sub if it tries to break out of the Swedish trap.

Naval officials speculated the unidentified vessel — believed to be a small, new spy sub, possibly remote-controlled and without a crew.

Swedish trap

The incident overshadowed Reagan’s speech, in which he said, “I thought this was for Republicans.”

The president responded with his usual eloquence.”

The president said the tax in- crease “that we reluctantly sup- ported in order to get continued support for the presidential program. The Soviets have a higher increase in trade. The Soviets get the wheat and Americans get the shaft."

Arnold told reporters outside the White House that “Reagan has lost touch with Reaganomics. Reagan is not Reagan. Somebody has to say that the emperor has no clothes.”

White House deputy press secretary Larry Speakes said afterward that Reagan asked the name of the man who interrupted him. “It seemed a bit out of the ordinary.”

Speakes said of the incident. “The president responded with his usual eloquence.”

WASHINGTON

WASHINGTON (AP) — President Reagan, is handed the flag that covered his coffin at his burial last week, was killed Thursday when an artillery shell accidentally exploded. — (AP Photo)

WASHINGTON

WASHINGTON (AP) — President Reagan, is handed the flag that covered his coffin at his burial last week, was killed Thursday when an artillery shell accidentally exploded. — (AP Photo)
Economic Update

Domestic automakers’ September car sales fell 5.8 per cent from the same month a year earlier, industry officials reported in Detroit. They also reported that the 1982 model year turned out to be the poorest for U.S. companies in 21 years. The five major U.S. producers said they sold 488,452 new cars last month down from 518,522 a year earlier. Sales of imported cars showed an increase over the same period but were down to their lowest level for a model year in four years. Importers reported 182,248 cars sold in September, up 9.2 percent from 168,845 in September, 1982. Imports’ market share for this month also fell to 27.2% from the August record of 32.7 percent. However, they had held only a 24.5 per cent share in September of last year.  

Wall Street Update

The stock market ran up its second biggest gain ever Wednesday in a new bout of buying by investing institutions, expecting lower interest rates. The Dow Jones average of 50 industrials jumped 5.07 to a 14-month high of 944.26. The gain was surpassed in Wall Street annals only by a 5.81 point rise on Aug. 17. In the last eight weeks, the Dow Jones industrials have climbed 167 points, seemingly foreshadowing an economic recovery even as most other evidence has pointed toward a deepening recession. Analysts said a drop in some money-market interest rates helped touch off the buying spree. When the rate on federal funds — short-term loans between banks — dropped as low as 8 percent, investors evidently took it as a sign that the Federal Reserve had decided to encourage further declines in rates.  

Foreign internships

AIESEC offers experience

By ALEX SZILVAS

If you are interested in developing your leadership abilities while gaining some practical business experience, you may want to explore AIESEC.

AIESEC (a French acronym for the Association of International Science, Economics, and Business Students) is a student-run non-profit organization seeking to promote international awareness and cooperation. Its specific goals are to identify and train a select group of students with outstanding leadership potential in business and related fields.

AIESEC operations involve over 30,000 students at 600 universities in 59 countries. In the United States, AIESEC committees are located at over 60 academic institutions. Foremost among AIESEC’s international development programs is the trainee exchange. Each year AIESEC-U.S. places over 300 foreign students in American companies for internship periods ranging from two to 18 months. An equal number of American students are placed abroad. The AIESEC local committee at Notre Dame managed to place nine foreign students in South Bend last year with such firms as Union Crown Check and Co, and Memorial and Saint Joseph’s Hosp.

"The all-encompassing purpose of AIESEC is experience." Meanwhile, four Notre Dame students spent from eight to twelve weeks in Italy, West Germany, Iceland and Finland.

The national organization awards credits to local committees on the basis of performance and achievement. Each credit allows the local committee to place one student abroad. Aside from these credits, the number of students which a local committee can place overseas is based on the number of students the committee finds for foreign students. In高兴, to be able to employ a foreign intern, "We have to give AIESEC to them," Julie Glasgow, public relations director for AIESEC, Notre Dame said. "We have to familiarize students with AIESEC organization and with the quality of people which they are going to be hiring."

The procedure for being placed in a foreign internship is highly competitive. Each local committee ranks its members based upon the opinion of its Board of Advisors. The profiles of these members are then forwarded to the central organization. It is here that members are matched up with available internships on the basis of their ranking by the local committee and the number of internships the local committee has won.

But there is more to AIESEC than the foreign trainee exchange program. Glasgow explained, "The all-encompassing purpose of AIESEC is experience," she stressed, "and you gain that whether you get a internship or not."

"You don’t have to be a business major to join," she continued. "You just have to identify a part of AIESEC that you want to work for. Everyone involved contributes something to a committee and in the same way they gain from their involvement."

Southpaws prone to disorders

From Discover News Service

Left-handed people are more prone to learning disorders than the right-handed.

The reason, scientists believe, is that left-handedness is sometimes the result of prenatal damage to the brain’s left hemisphere, which controls the right side of the body, because the left hemisphere is the center of language function in most people, learning disabilities as well as left-handedness may result from its impairment.

Two neurologists now report that left-handed people are also likely to suffer from various immune-system disorders of the gut — Crohn’s disease (a form of ulcers), ulcerative colitis and celiac disease — as well as migraine headaches and a kind of hyperactivity called Has- himoto’s disease.

Writing in a recent issue of the Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences, Dr. Norman Geschwind of Boston’s Beth Israel Hospital and Dr. Donald F. Glasgow University suggest that left-handedness and immune diseases are linked by a shared biological factor: the male hormone testosterone.

Geschwind says there is strong experimental evidence for the notion that an abnormality in the production of the hormone testosterone in a fetus causes left-handedness by delaying the migration of nerve cells to the left hemisphere during brain formation. Testosterone also suppresses the thymus, the gland that activates the body’s defense system.

But Geschwind offers some comfort to the world’s southpaws. The great majority of left-handers do not have these diseases.
In this, the age of video, we often overlook the advances being made in radio.

Like television, radio has changed the world of satellite technology, and nowhere have the innovations meant as much to broadcasters as in the broadcast system.
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Editorials

P.O. Box Q

On the Media

Organized in 1934 when stations such as WGN in Chicago and WOR in New York banded together to supply common programming, Mutual was one of the giants of radio’s “Golden Age.”

Inevitably, television eclipsed all radio network stations, but captured the hearts and imaginations of Americans in the 1950’s and 60’s, and Mutual fell on some not-so-golden times.

But now, the company has returned to the forefront. Its Project Satellite has once again made strides to reach as many different kinds of audiences as possible.

They cost us $2.5 cents per mile, per hour. And the quality just wasn’t that good. If you wanted to send a football game, for instance, to some stations, we had to buy formatting rights to others, you had to get set of lines with the satellite. With the satellite, we’ve eliminated both of those problems. Mutuality transmits quality sound directly to stations — with no static or interference. And we can now send more than one program at a time.

Mutual’s potential is growing fast. From the present three channels, plans are to broaden programming to take up as many as ten different channels at one time.

That way, Chanin continues, “if 100 stations want news, they take channel one. If 100 stations want sports, they take channel two. And so on.

The muticast system opens unlimited possibilities for the network. Slowly, cautiously, they are beginning to explore them all.

We have invaded the youth market recently,” Chanin says. “Last year, we had a 24 percent increase in revenue from the youth market. That’s a real upturn compared to the other networks.

As radio audiences, like those in cable television, continue to be fragmented, Mutual is making strides to reach as many different types of audiences as possible.

“In the old days, we had to buy telephone lines from the phone company,” explains John Chanin, one of Mutual’s vice presidents.

“Those costs as $2.5 cents per mile, per hour. And the quality just wasn’t that good. If you wanted to send a football game, for instance, to some stations, we had to buy formatting rights to others, you had to get set of lines with the satellite. With the satellite, we’ve eliminated both of those problems. Mutuality transmits quality sound directly to stations — with no static or interference. And we can now send more than one program at a time.”

Mutual’s resurgence is proof.
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COMING SUNDAY
Check tomorrow’s ad and SAVE IT!

GIGANTIC PUBLIC STEREO AUCTION
CAR AND HOME STEREO SPEAKERS, AMPS, CASSETTE DECKS, TURNTABLES, HOME VIDEO EQUIP

CENTURY CENTER
Convention Hall A, 120 S. Joseph
SOUTH BEND, INDIANA

SUN. OCT. 10
Auctions at 2 pm
Auction Preview at 12 pm

For Students Only
Now Below Wholesale!!!
Over 500 KEGS in Stock - Cold & Fresh

$28.95
Bud & Natural Light

Compare Our Prices Including Ice - Cups and Don't Forget Deposit Charges!!!

COMING SUNDAY
Check tomorrow’s ad and SAVE IT!
NOTICES

IS YOUR HAIR GIVING IN THE WAY OF THE WIND? WE CAN HELP FOR ONLY 75¢ PER TOWEL DRY WITH NO MORE TOWEL RING. CALL 337-7733

WANTED: NAPKIN STANDS-15 INCHES HIGH. 30 TO 40 AVAILABLE. CALL MR. BALL 233-2651

THE CLASSIFIEDS

THE USUAL CALL CHRIS AT x3510 OR FOR OCTOBER BREAK CALL BRENDA ANYTIME. WILL SHARE THE SCHOOL 3 DAYS/WEK., SUPERVISE PLAY; APPLY IMMEDIATELY. WISH YOU HAD MOVED OFF? APT., TRIPS PLUS COMMISSION. CALL OR WRITE: 320 FOR WHOLE HOUSE, UTILITIES, 718 E. COLLEGE AVE., NOTRE DAME, 616-424-5817. LOST: GREEN NOTEBOOK & FOLDER. CALL JOHN AT 3625. FOUND ONE RECENTLY OR COULD YOU HELP ME?-INTRODUCTION TO JAZZ NOTEBOOK. SALE ME YOUR MIAMI GAs. CALL DAVE 3673. NEED 2 MIAMI GA'S FOR PITT BREAK. CALL STEVE 8670. BOSTON BUS SIGNUPS. TONIGHT IN GREENFIELD ACROSS FROM SR. BAR. MUST BE THERE!

FOR SALE

BEND, IN 46634

FOR SALE: 2 MIAMI GA'S CALL MIKE AT 1770. NEED 2 MIAMI GA'S FOR PITT BREAK. CALL STEVE 8670. BOSTON BUS SIGNUPS. TONIGHT IN GREENFIELD ACROSS FROM SR. BAR. MUST BE THERE!

WE ARE SEEKING $200 FOR 20K MICROCOMPUTER, INCLUDES CP/M, BASIC. 64K MICROCOMPUTER, LETTER QUALITY PRINTER, 2800-3300 WORD PROCESSING SOFTWARE, FROM MICRO SOFT. CALL 237-7733.

FOR SALE

WORD PROCESSING SYSTEM: IBM TECHNI COLOR MONITOR, LATER QUALITY PRINTER, INCLUDES CP/M, BASIC. 64K MICROCOMPUTER, LETTER QUALITY PRINTER, 2800-3300 WORD PROCESSING SOFTWARE, FROM MICRO SOFT. CALL 237-7733.

FOR SALE

NEED TO RENT LITTLE ROCK OR CHICAGO FOR FALL BREAK. CALL (214) 643-4159 or (512) 454-5158.

FOR RENT

LOOK FOR THE CLASSIFIEDS.

WE ARE SEEKING $200 FOR 20K MICROCOMPUTER, INCLUDES CP/M, BASIC. 64K MICROCOMPUTER, LETTER QUALITY PRINTER, 2800-3300 WORD PROCESSING SOFTWARE, FROM MICRO SOFT. CALL 237-7733.

FOR RENT

NEED A PLACE TO BUIFFER OVER FALL BREAK. WILL PAY CALL ROBBY 714-4141.

EXPERIENCED TYPEST WILL DO ANY MEANINGFUL RATES 20C/WORD

STUDENT NEEDED FOR BUSINESS DOWNTOWN TO HELP WITH ANNUAL SPRING TRIP TO FLORA AND 26 others. MUST HAVE ENSelijk. CALL OR WRITE: 718 E. COLLEGE AVE., TRIP COSTS: CALL 340-4042.

NEED FOR FALL BREAK BUS SIGNS. BUT ON DOVES "10 DEL 10:00 P.M. TONIGHT OR AFTER 5 P.M. ON OCTOBER 7 AT THE SMC ACADEMY Bldg., 1100 N. Main St., Mishawaka. Call 284-5526 for further information.

STUDENT NEEDED TO JOIN THE SMC SOFTBALL TEAM. CALL LAURA K. 8804 OR 8966.

HELP!! MIAMI GAs DESPERATELY NEEDED. CALL MARY 8884 OR 8966.

NEED MANY MIAMI STUDENT AND GA TIX! CAN'T TAKE IT NO MORE. CALL SUSAN AT 537-5526.

NEED 2 MIAMI GAs FOR PITT BREAK! CALL STEVE 8670.

HELP! NEED ARIZONA GAME GA'S! CALL VULCH AT 1185.

FOR PATTY EVEN IF YOU ONLY HAVE ONE MIAMI GA! CALL CALL TERI AT 277-1709.

NEED 2 MIAMI GA'S FOR THE ARIZONA GAME. CALL MY BROTHER TIM 1185.
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NEED 2 MIAMI GA'S FOR THE ARIZONA GAME. CALL MY BROTHER TIM 1185.

FOR SALE: MIAMI STUDENT TIX DAVE-233-8904. WANT 2 MIAMI GA'S, 35 YD L. BEST OFFER, CALL JIM 3528.
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It was another week of upsets in college football last week. Three of the Bottom Ten teams in the country went down to stunning victories — to the dismay of their fans. As a result, Massachusetts, Michigan, and New Mexico State dropped out of the rankings this week.

But there is a powerful new comer on the scene. The Purdue Boilermakers had their backs to the wall, and were faced with almost inescapable victories. But Quarterback Scott Campbell put on an incredible performance, with some help from the Purdue special teams to pull defeat from the jaws of victory.

With time running out, and the Wisconsin Badgers out of time-outs, Campbell kept the ball. Had a less-quick-thinking player been given the ball, they may have fallen on it, allowing time to run out and the bad-luck to ensue with Wisconsin hopelessly unable to stop the clock. But Campbell saw a rare opportunity, and pounced on it. He carried the ball out-of-bounds, stopping the clock.

Enter the special teams, who sent an errant punt snap into the end zone, where Wisconsin had no choice but to fall on it for the winning touchdown.

For Campbell, three cheers for intelligence above and beyond the call of duty.

For the University of Texas, the annual Foster Brooks "Looks like a Stroh Light night" Award. It seems that an area along the west side of the Longhorns' stadium was — for years — set aside for handicapped fans. In true Texas spirit, those fans have been banished to the end zone.

Enter the special teams, who sent an errant punt snap into the end zone, where Wisconsin had no choice but to fall on it for the winning touchdowns.

For Campbell, three cheers for intelligence above and beyond the call of duty.

For the University of Texas, the annual Foster Brooks "Looks like a Stroh Light night" Award. It seems that an area along the west side of the Longhorns' stadium was — for years — set aside for handicapped fans. In true Texas spirit, those fans have been banished to the end zone.

In the spot where the wheelchairs once sat, a luxury bar and lounge have been built. Now, not just anyone can go there to drink, mind you. No, one must pay an $75 round trip — for a mixed drink and $1 for a beer. The rest of the fans, including the handicapped, are not allowed to drink alcoholic beverages in the stadium. They can have soft drinks, however. How generous. Here, then, are the rankings:

1) Oregon (0-5)
   Ducks didn’t in 46-7 loss to UNC.
2) Memphis State (0-5)
   Ducks is turning over in juice grave.
3) The Texas State (1-9)
   North is 0.5, West is 1-4
4) Oregon State (0-9)
   Chasing Oregon in the Great White Northwest battle.
5) Eastern Michigan (0-4)
   Hurons quest for 36 straight continues.
6) Purdue (0-4)
   Boilers “never say live” in last-minute loss.
7) Virginia (0-6)
   Yes, Cavaliers, the season does end eventually.
8) Kentucky (0-5-1)
   replace Northwestern’s fine Wildcat tradition.
9) Michigan State (0-4)
   voters consider record only — who cares about stats?
10) Tyleon (0-7)
    Coaches Johnson & Johnson install killer instinct.

Also receiving votes:
    The Marines (0-1)
    The NFL (0-5)
    The Los Angeles Dodgers (88-74)

QB Campbell invaluable
Boilermakers dive onto poll

The Saint Mary’s volleyball team defeated the Indiana University at South Bend Titans 15-4, 15-10, and 15-12, in an easy effort. See Corinne Flores story on page 12. (Photo by Scott Bowser)
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Johnston kicking Irish ahead

By Corinne Flores

**SMC volleyball team sweeps U.I.S.T. Titans**

**Notre Dame cross country**

**Women runners finish second**

**SMC volleyball team sweeps U.I.S.T. Titans**

The SMC volleyball team won their third consecutive match to move to a perfect 13-0 record on the season. Senior Kelly Brown led the team with 12 kills and junior Lisa Rossi added 11. The team's defense held the Titans to just 24 kills, while the Irish had 34. The Irish won the first set 25-15, the second set 25-13, and the third set 25-20.

**Notre Dame cross country**

Senior Mike Johnston is shown in his perfect form as he leads the Notre Dame football team to a 3-0 record this year. In fact, Johnston was given a game for his efforts against Michigan State last weekend. See Tim Doyle's story above. (Observer Photo)

Johnston says, “I feel a bit of anxiety before each, but I feel that helps me kick better.” Although the kicker gets credit for the points, Johnston believes a key to his good start has been due in part to sophomore snapper Kevin Kelley and holder Ken Karcher. “Kevin’s holds have been outstanding,” says Johnston. “With such good holds, there is no reason for me to miss. Kevin’s snaps have been on the money every time.”

Johnston, a chemical engineering major, plans on taking interviews next semester after football season is over. As of now he plans to be working in the engineering field after graduation.

But if the soccer-style kicker keeps up the type of performance demonstrated so far, he may end up kicking his way into professional football.

California's Reggie Jackson broke one playoff record and tied another as the Angels defeated the Athletics 4-2. Game Three is in Milwaukee tomorrow. The opening game of the Atlantic St. Louis series was postponed due to rain, and will be replayed tomorrow. (AP Photo)

**Steve Danis**

**Sports Writer**

**Club Corner**

**PARKER** — The water polo team traveled to Chicago last weekend and placed third in a tournament of eight teams. After crushing Hope College 15-9 in their first game, the Irish faced a Loyola team that is one of the top twenty teams in the nation. Although Notre Dame lost 19-8, the eleven point difference represented the smallest loss of victory for Loyola throughout the tournament. In fact, Notre Dame played even the second half and might have won if they had not been blown out in the first half. In the consolation game, the Irish overcame Iowa's 12-11, 12-10, and 12-9 victories to win the title.

Coach Steve Bayer scored ten goals during the tournament — including six in the first game — to lead all Irish scorers. Player-coach Tom Amsden chipped in with eight goals and Mike Roberts and Steve Blaha each added seven. Goalkeeper Chris Parker had an outstanding tournament as he was named in an unparalleled 26 goal shutout.

The team faces both Bowling Green and Hope College this weekend before the final week of the regular season. The season ends on November 18 with the C team's record to 3-1.